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Rocky Hill Ranch
2903 Buffalo Valley Rd. Spring Grove, PA 17362

6/27/20 & 9/12/20 at 4pm
IBRA & PA Speed Horse Show

$5 per day for non-members to enter PA Speed Horse classes or join PSHA Open, Youth (16 and under as
of January 1) or Senior (45 and over as of January 1) for $25

Circle amounts for classes entered
1. Exhibition Poles .. '" # @ $5 per run
2. 3D Speed Horse Pole Bending............. . .. . . .. . .. $10
3. 50 yard Dash $10
4. Exhibition Flag # @ $5 per run
5. Speed Horse Flag Race (2D pay back) $5
6. Exhibition Barrels # @ $5 per run
7. Novice Barrels (for beginner riders) $5
8. IBRA Peewee Barrels (10 & under) $5
9. IBRA Open 4D Barrels $20
10. IBRA Youth 3D Barrels (18 & under) $15
11. IBRA Masters 3D Barrels (40 & over) $15
12. IBRA Adult 3D Barrels (19-39) $15
13. 3D Speed Horse Barrels $10
14. Exhibition Keyhole # @ $5 per run
15. Speed Horse Chalk Keyhole (2D payback) $5

Nonmember fee for Speed horse classes $5
Grounds and timer fee $5

Total

****Rollovers must be designated at sign up****
Rollover barrel time from IBRA Open to IBRA Youth, Masters, Adult or Speed Horse barrels (circle

ones that apply) - -
__ Rollover barrel time from (circle one) IBRA Youth, Masters or Adult to Speed Horse barrels

Horse _
Rider _
I1We understand that horseback riding is a dangerous sport and that serious injury or damage may result
from accidents while riding. The above named horse is being ridden at my own risk (with parental/guardian
approval). IIWe understand that Rocky Hill Ranch and their committee members, chairman and volunteers
shall be held harmless from any accidents, damage, injury or illness to horse, owners, riders, spectators, or
any persons or property whatsoever.

Parent/Guardian Signature (if under 18): --,=- _
Riders Signature: Date _

*Flyer subject to change at any time (for more information call 717-586-8025 or 717-253-5022)


